President And ECP Agree To Hold Elections On February 8

HAMAS fighters seek to block Israeli advance on Gaza City

Jerusalem (Gaza) - Israeli Hamas fighters have begun blocking Israeli forces from advancing on Gaza City. The Israeli military has begun an offensive against Hamas in the Gaza Strip, but the fighters have so far blocked Israeli forces from reaching the city, setting up a complex battle of attrition. The Israeli military has reported that their forces have achieved some success, but they have encountered strong resistance from Hamas fighters. The Israeli military has also reported that they have suffered losses, with several soldiers reportedly killed or injured.

Police and Hamas fighters in Gaza City have exchanged gunfire, with both sides claiming victory. The Israeli military has reported that they have destroyed several Hamas positions, while Hamas fighters have claimed to have killed several Israeli soldiers.

The Israeli advance has been met with strong opposition from Hamas fighters, who have blocked Israeli forces from entering the city with heavy resistance. The Israeli military has reported that they have encountered strong resistance, with Hamas fighters using tunnels and other underground systems to set up traps for Israeli forces.

The conflict has also sparked international concern, with the United Nations calling for an immediate cease-fire to prevent further casualties. The United Nations has urged both sides to engage in negotiations to find a peaceful solution to the conflict.

Zardari Confident About Forming Next Government

PPP and MML-N Welcome ECP’s Announcement of Poll Date

While President Zardari and MML-N leaders welcomed the announcement of the election date, PPP’s Nawaz Sharif expressed disappointment at the delayed announcement.

PPP was one of the few parties that had called for a special assembly to dissolve the parliament and hold new elections. The party had also been vocal in its criticism of the previous government's policies, particularly the handling of the economy.

PPP President Asif Ali Zardari said that the announcement of the election date was a positive development for the country and its people. He added that the PPP would work hard to ensure a fair and free election.

While Zardari welcomed the announcement, MML-N leader Mian Sharif said that his party would continue to work for a free and fair election. Mian Sharif also expressed concern about the possibility of fraud in the upcoming election.

IMF Warns Pakistan There Will Be No Compromise On Targets Set Under Loan Deal

Prime Minister Yousuf Raza Gilani enters a high-level meeting with representatives from Pakistan’s six biggest banks. The prime minister has been meeting with officials from the country’s six biggest banks as part of efforts to secure a rescue package from the International Monetary Fund (IMF). The IMF has been pressing the government to make a series of reforms to the country’s economy, including cutting subsidies, increasing taxes, and reducing government spending.

Pakistan has been facing a severe economic crisis, with the country on the verge of defaulting on its foreign debt. The government has been under pressure to implement structural reforms to ensure that the country can access international borrowing.

The prime minister met with representatives from the country’s six biggest banks in an attempt to secure a rescue package from the IMF. The meeting was held in Islamabad, with representatives from the country’s six biggest banks attending.

The government has been under pressure to implement structural reforms to ensure that the country can access international borrowing. The prime minister met with representatives from the country’s six biggest banks in an attempt to secure a rescue package from the IMF. The meeting was held in Islamabad, with representatives from the country’s six biggest banks attending.

Bajwa: Fazl Offers Support To Palestinians

The ECP has announced that the election will be held on February 8. The announcement comes after weeks of negotiation and delays, and it is expected to provide some stability to the political landscape.

PPP president Yousuf Raza Gilani expressed hope that the election would be held on schedule. He said that the PPP would work hard to ensure a free and fair election.

The announcement of the election date was welcomed by other parties as well. MML-N leader Mian Sharif said that his party would continue to work for a free and fair election.

Zardari expressed confidence that his party would form the next government, saying that the PPP had a strong base in the country.

The ECP’s announcement comes after weeks of negotiation and delays, and it is expected to provide some stability to the political landscape.

PPP President Asif Ali Zardari said that the announcement of the election date was a positive development for the country and its people.

MML-N leader Mian Sharif also expressed confidence that his party would form the next government, saying that the MML-N had a strong base in the country.
TGA man threatens self immolation for his abducted daughter’s recovery

By Hameen
TANOOG: A 24-year-old Tanao boy from the 17th Ward of Tanao, Ahmadul Ali, threatened to immolate himself on Tuesday in front of the MGN hospital in Tanao. His mother, Akhtar Ali, appealed to the government to negotiate with her son’s kidnappers to recover her daughter. On Tuesday, the boy threatened to immolate himself if his family does not receive his daughter back from the kidnappers.

Lack of facilities at Rural Health Center Chambar decayed

By Heera Khan
CHAMBAR: The rural health center in Chambar has been deteriorating due to lack of resources. The health staff and patients are suffering due to the lack of proper facilities.

ADC-I chairmanship decision of Jamshoro’s Disaster Management Authority

By Muhammad Chandra
JAMSHORO: The chairmanship of the Disaster Management Authority in Jamshoro was decided on Monday.

Civil Surgeon Dr Khadim Ali Mangrio launches a tree plantation campaign

By Nusrat Bashir
BAKSHI: Civil Surgeon Dr Khadim Ali Mangrio launched a tree plantation campaign on Wednesday.

Man kills his two nieces, injures son over Karo-Kari

By Rohmamul Ali Surano
KARO-KARI: A man named Teni Khan has killed his two nieces over a dispute over Karo-Kari.
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Good news at last!

Regional Times

Friday, November 03, 2023

In the wake of recent developments, the Pakistan government has announced a significant policy shift aimed at promoting the growth of the agricultural sector. The move, which includes increased support for farmers and the introduction of new technologies, is expected to boost productivity and enhance the country's food security. The announcement has been met with widespread enthusiasm, with many experts calling it a turning point in the country's agricultural history.

Different parties demand arrest of killers of PFF leader Muhammad Mallah's son

Regional Times

Friday, November 03, 2023

The killing of Muhammad Mallah's son, who was allegedly killed by members of the TTP, has sparked outrage among political parties. A joint statement issued by the PTI, MQM, and other opposition parties called for immediate action to ensure justice for the victim and his family. The statement also urged the government to take strong measures to prevent similar incidents from occurring in the future.

PHDEC holds a seminar on cultivation and export of red chilies

Regional Times

Friday, November 03, 2023

The Pakistan Horticulture Development Corporation (PHDEC) organized a seminar on the cultivation and export of red chilies. The event aimed to promote the growth of the chili industry and enhance its competitiveness in the global market. Speakers from the government, private sector, and academic institutions shared insights on the latest trends and challenges in the chili industry.

6th death anniversary of former MNA Pir Syed Noor Shah Hashimi observed

Regional Times

Friday, November 03, 2023

The nation observed the 6th death anniversary of former MNA Pir Syed Noor Shah Hashimi, a leader of the Pakistan Muslim League (N). Hashimi's contribution to the cause of education and development in his constituency was highly appreciated. The day was marked with a wreath-laying ceremony at his mausoleum in his hometown.

PHDEC Regional Seminar: Ray People's Alliance for Food and Nutrition (PRAPAN) President, Dr. Iftikhar Ahmad, addressing a press conference at the Hyderabad press club.

Regional Director Provincial Ombudsman's Office Nadir Ali Jamali visits District Jail Dadu

Regional Times

Friday, November 03, 2023

The Regional Director Provincial Ombudsman's Office Nadir Ali Jamali visited District Jail Dadu to review the facilities and conditions of the prisoners. He also held a meeting with the officials of the jail to discuss the issues and challenges faced by the inmates. The visit was part of his ongoing efforts to ensure the rights and welfare of prisoners.

Book Fair held at Govt Pilot Higher Secondary School Larkana

Regional Times

Friday, November 03, 2023

The Larkana District Literacy and Library Board organized a book fair at Govt Pilot Higher Secondary School Larkana. The event aimed to promote reading and literacy among students. Hundreds of books were on display, and students had the opportunity to purchase their favorite titles.

MDF commemorates World Food Day

Regional Times

Friday, November 03, 2023

The Ministry of Defense (MDF) commemorated World Food Day with a series of events. The day was marked with a solemn ceremony to remember the victims of hunger and conflicts. The MDF also launched a campaign to raise awareness about the importance of ending hunger and promoting sustainable food systems.
New Zealand call up Kyle Jamieson as cover for Matt Henry

MUMBAI: Some 50 fast bowlers were summoned to India and Bangladesh teams to field a few players in the upcoming World Cup. The India team, which has already named its 16-man squad, now has two more players - Kyle Jamieson and Matt Henry - in its list. Jamieson, the 21-year-old New Zealand seamer, is a potential weapon against the Indian batsmen. Henry, on the other hand, is a seasoned campaigner who has played over 100 ODIs and 36 Tests for New Zealand. The New Zealand Cricket Board (NZC) announced the call-up on Friday, saying it wanted to strengthen the bowling department ahead of the World Cup. The move is part of the board's strategy to prepare for the World Cup, which starts on May 31. The India team, which is currently in Australia for a three-match series, is expected to announce its final squad soon. The World Cup is set to be held in India from June 14 to July 12. The tournament will be the first World Cup to be held in India since the 2016 edition.

Unbeaten India book World Cup semi-final spot

MUMBAI: India continued its dominance in the World Cup with a comfortable win over Australia in the quarter-finals. The Indian team, which has not lost a single match in the tournament, registered a 88-run victory over Australia to book its place in the semi-finals. The match was played in the Narendra Modi Stadium in Ahmedabad. Australia, which batted first, scored 263 runs for the loss of 7 wickets. India, on the other hand, scored 351 runs for the loss of 3 wickets. The Indian team was led by Virat Kohli, who scored 89 runs off 111 balls, and Mohammed Shami, who took 3 wickets. The Indian team now faces Pakistan in the semi-finals on Wednesday. India has won the World Cup 5 times, while Pakistan has won 2 times.

Bayern Munich enter German Cup semis

MUNICH: Bayern Munich entered the German Cup semi-finals with a comfortable win over Borussia Dortmund. The match was played in the Allianz Arena. Bayern Munich, which has not lost a single game in the tournament, scored 2 goals in the first half through Robert Lewandowski and Thomas Muller. Dortmund, on the other hand, scored 1 goal in the second half through Raphael Guerreiro. The match was played in front of 51,000 spectators, who were allowed to attend the match after the German government relaxed its COVID-19 restrictions. The German Cup is the second most prestigious tournament in Germany, after the Bundesliga. The final will be played in the Olympiastadion in Berlin on May 15. Bayern Munich has won the German Cup 7 times, while Dortmund has won it 6 times.

Babar Azam’s leaked WhatsApp chat concerns for PCB COO

SAHAJ: The undisclosed chat between Babar Azam and his manager, which is alleged to have shown the PCB’s COO (Chief Operating Officer) “negligence and shortcomings”, has raised concerns about the future of the Pakistan cricket team. The chat, which was leaked to the media, showed the PCB’s COO, Wasim Khan, discussing strategies to boost the team’s performance. The chat was leaked to the media by a journalist, who claimed that he had obtained it from a reliable source. The PCB has not commented on the matter.

Man Utd crash out of League Cup

LONDON: Manchester United was knocked out of the League Cup on Thursday night. The match was played at Old Trafford. United, which was playing in the semi-finals for the first time in its history, was held to a 2-2 draw by a second-string team, Lincoln City. The match was played in front of 40,000 spectators, who were allowed to attend the match after the British government relaxed its COVID-19 restrictions. The League Cup is the second most prestigious tournament in England, after the Premier League. The final will be played in the Wembley Stadium on February 28. United has won the League Cup 4 times, while Lincoln City has won it 0 times.

Misbah, Wasim, Malik discuss possibility of increasing numbers in playing squads

SAHAJ: Former Pakistan cricketers Misbah-ul-Haq, Waqar Younis and Shoaib Malik, who are currently commentating for Geo Sports, discussed the possibility of increasing the numbers in playing squads on Monday. The conversation was part of a larger discussion on the ongoing EWC Cup. The EWC Cup is a tournament for the emerging cricket teams. The discussion began with Waqar Younis pointing out that the Pakistan team is currently playing with 15 players. Misbah-ul-Haq then suggested that the numbers could be increased to 18, while Shoaib Malik suggested that the numbers could be increased to 20.

Karishma Katdare hints at selling Tristan Thompson’s land behind his back

KARISHMA KATDARE: Karishma Katdare, who is currently dating Tristan Thompson, has hinted that she might sell his land behind his back. The couple, who have been dating for the past few years, recently bought a house in the Hollywood Hills. The house is located in a gated community, which is known for its high-end properties. Karishma Katdare, who is a successful actress, has been known to be a fashionista, and her new house is expected to be a showstopper.

Amber Heard thriving in Spain, leaving ‘ugly’ past with Johnny Depp behind

AMBER HEARD: Amber Heard, who is currently dating the Spanish actor, has been living a happy life in Spain. The couple, who have been dating for the past few years, recently bought a house in the Hollywood Hills. The house is located in a gated community, which is known for its high-end properties. Amber Heard, who is a successful actress, has been known to be a fashionista, and her new house is expected to be a showstopper.
Role Of Pakistani Diaspora In Country’s Progress Is An Irrefutable Reality: NA Speaker

Pakistan’s Ambassador To Belgium Meets Her German Counterpart

HEC Initiates 3rd Phase Of Scholarships For Afghan Students

Wasti Shah Appointed Additional SPM On KP Health

Former MNAs Syed Javed Ali Shah Jalilani And Dr. Mahreen Bhutto Call On Adi Faryal Talpur

Sanjrani Presides Over Meeting To Assess Progress Of International Parliamentary Conference

NADRA Provides Clarification On Viral Video Involving Mobile Van

Polio Virus Detected In Karachi Environmental Sample

LAKHORE: The government of Pakistan on Tuesday clarified that the viral video involving the National Database and Registration Authority (NADRA) mobile van in Larkana was fake and that no such mobile van existed.

The NADRA spokesperson said in a statement that the circulation of false information regarding NADRA’s mobile van registration project was misleading and that the official channel of NADRA was the official Facebook page and the official website.

Former MNAs Syed Javed Ali Shah Jalilani and Dr. Mahreen Bhutto, on Tuesday, called on Adi Faryal Talpur, senior journalist and anchor of Rautala, in Karachi. The visit was aimed at discussing various issues of mutual concern.

Dr. Mahreen Bhutto said that the meeting was a step towards strengthening the existing bonds between the Pakistani community and the government.

She further highlighted the importance of unity and cooperation between Pakistanis and supported the Pakistani community’s efforts towards the development of the country.

On the other hand, Syed Javed Ali Shah emphasized the need for continued support and collaboration for the betterment of Pakistan.

LAKHORE: The government on Monday clarified that the video circulating on social media showing a mobile van connected to the National Database and Registration Authority (NADRA) was fake.

The NADRA spokesperson said that the viral video was fake and that the mobile van did not exist.

The spokesperson added that the false information was spreading on social media.

NADRA has emphasized the need for continued support and collaboration for the betterment of Pakistan.
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President Ali Avliya Violated Constitution By Not Providing Poll Date: CJP Isa

ALAMABA: Chief Justice of Pakistan (CJP) Isa Ali Ramzan Ali Avliya, in a letter to President Alvi, on Thursday reminded him of his obligation to provide the election date, adding that he was “diligently acting” as a free and legal leader.

He made these remarks in light of the president’s announcement that he will dissolve the National Assembly by Thursday. He noted that the president’s declaration was aimed at preventing the upcoming election.

President Alvi had been summoned to the Supreme Court to explain his decision to dissolve the National Assembly, and the hearing is scheduled for Tuesday.

CJP Isa also reminded the president of the “violations of Article 252 of the Constitution,” adding that the president had repeatedly failed to provide the election dates in the past.

The court was informed during the hearing that the government’s preparations for the election were “not yet ready” and that the government was “not fit to hold the next election.”

CJP Isa also informed the court that the president’s failure to provide a poll date had led to the Supreme Court’s decision to order the election commission to hold the election.

US Ambassador Meets Dar

PHOTO: APP

Washington: The United States Ambassador to Pakistan, Daniel Arti, has called on the President of Pakistan, Arif Alvi, to discuss a range of bilateral issues.

Arti said that the US was committed to building a strong relationship with Pakistan and that the two countries had a lot of potential for cooperation.

He added that the US was keen to see a peaceful and stable Pakistan, and that the US was willing to support Pakistan in its efforts to achieve these goals.

Executive Officers Expected To Fulfil Election Duties In Place Of Judicial Staff

PML-N: Do a job of the election duties officers unequipped with judicial education, Pakistan is still not yet ready for it. The officers of the electoral body should be made aware of their duties.

The development follows the recent announcement of the SUPW (Supreme Court of Pakistan) that the election body has no right to conduct elections without the presence of judicial officials. The court had also ordered the election body to hire judicial officials or find a way to fulfill the election duties.

Arrest Of Indian Spies In Pakistan Confirms Presence Of Espionage Network Abroad: Foreign Office

ISLAMABAD: The Foreign Office, in a statement, said that the arrest of a foreign spy network in Pakistan confirmed the presence of such networks abroad.

The FO said that the arrest of the network was a significant development, adding that the network was involved in various activities, including espionage and terrorism.

The FO also said that the network was involved in the election campaign, and that it was actively trying to influence the outcome of the election.

The FO said that the network had been operating in Pakistan for several years, and that it had been involved in various activities, including the distribution of false information.

PPP Open To Possible Alliance With PTI To Counter PML-N In Punjab

ISLAMABAD: The Pakistan People’s Party (PPP) has indicated that it is open to forming a possible alliance with the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) to counter the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) in Punjab.

PPP Chairperson Asif Ali Zardari said that the party was willing to explore all options to defeat the PML-N in Punjab, and that it was not averse to forming an alliance with the PTI.

The PPP has traditionally been a major force in Punjab, and its support is crucial for any party seeking to win the province's 17 seats in the National Assembly.

The resolution, which was passed by the Senate in a vote of 123 to 10, was co-sponsored by the PPP's Senate leader, Senator Mustafa Kamal.

Senate Extends NAB Amendment Ordinance For 120 Days

ISLAMABAD: The Senate on Thursday extended the National Accountability Bureau (NAB) Amendment Ordinance for another 120 days.

The ordinance was extended to enable the NAB to continue its operations for another 120 days, without the need for further parliamentary approval.

The ordinance was extended by a resolution introduced by Senator Fazlurbanah, which was passed by a vote of 123 to 10.

The resolution was co-sponsored by the PPP's Senate leader, Senator Mustafa Kamal, and the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz (PML-N) Senator Maqsud Sadiq.

The resolution was passed by a vote of 123 to 10, with the PPP's 123 senators voting in favor of the extension.